Science writers generally have it pretty easy. News usually doesn't come as a surprise. A new finding is typically published in a journal, which reporters get in advance, or announced at a meeting. Sometimes, scientists simply too excited to wait even call a news conference. But every now and then, a bit of news slips out unannounced, and science writers are hung out to dry.
That happened on Friday 16 April. The Associated Press (AP) newswire service included a story from Lisbon reporting "compelling evidence that humans as we know them today evolved from mating between Neanderthals and anatomically modern man." Portuguese scientists said they had dug up a skeleton that seems to be a hybrid of early modern humans and Neanderthals, suggesting that our thick-browed relatives may have inbred with Cro Magnons rather than being driven to extinction by the ancestors of modern humans. Science reporters and editors might not even notice a story like this slipping onto the newswires at the end of a long week. And, in this case, those who did were left in a quandary.
The And word was by now reaching the UK. The BBC picked up the story and added it to its web site that same Tuesday, supported mainly by an interview with Trinkaus but also repeating some of the material from the original wire story. "There's a little Neanderthal Man in all of us, according to new evidence found by anthropologists," Roger Highfield wrote in the Daily Telegraph. The Telegraph, too, relied on an interview with Trinkaus in St Louis to get the story. "Now it seems that when the (early modern human) immigrants met the locals, they made whoopee, not war," Trinkaus told the Telegraph.
The same day, the Daily Mail declared the discovery of the skeleton is "forcing scientists to rewrite the earliest history of mankind."
Yet, in the US, the story mostly only simmered throughout the week. Finally, the New York Times weighed in with a front page article on the following Sunday. "The new discovery could, at long last, resolve the question of what happened to the Neanderthals, the stereotypical stocky, heavy-browed 'cave-men'," wrote John Noble Wilford. The skeleton -of a four year old boyhad the short body and legs reminiscent of a Neanderthal, even though that race had apparently been extinct for 4,000 years before he was born. "This is no love child," Trinkaus told the New York Times. "This is the first definite evidence of admixture between Neanderthals and European early modern humans."
Newspaper editorial writers found the news excellent fodder for comment. The Boston Globe, for example, proclaimed "Neanderthals are back -not that we ever doubted their presence in the gene pool."
Like the other news outlets, the New York Times didn't say how this discovery was announced, though it did mention that Trinkaus and colleagues have a paper being prepared for the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. (The AP reporter told me he found out about the skeleton from an article in a Lisbon newspaper. And Trinkaus told me his Portuguese collaborator was simply telling a local reporter about the radiocarbon dates of the site when the real news slipped out.)
One result of having a controversial idea like this 'slip out' is that the real analysis and scientific critique of the work will probably now happen out of the glare of media attention. Alas, journalists are better at reporting the original sizzle than the fizzle that often follows.
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